Introduction
Thin uniaxial magnetic films are used for a variety of technological applications, which among others are magnetic computer memory, data-flow data processing, optical image processing, magneto-optic display devices [1] ... The typical application uses single cylindrical Weiss domains of negative magnetization, the so-called (two-dimensional) "bubble", surrounded by a positively magnetized "sea".
Structures composed of many "bubbles" in different lattice configurations are stable under sufficiently high magnetic field. They minimize an energy F, which is the sum of the dipolar (or demagnetization) energy, the Bloch wall surface energy contribution (r denotes the Bloch wall surface energy) and the magnetization-magnetic field interaction term [2] .
For magnetic fields slightly less than the saturation field down to zero fields, the "bubble" phase is unsta- [3, 4] .
It is a trivial observation that these stripe domains bear some gross resemblance to 2D-smectic liquid crystals : however, this statement has recently [5, 6] Indeed, a constant 9u/ay represents a uniform rotation around the z-axis perpendicular to the film and cannot change the MSDS energy. Therefore, to lowest order, the first term is proportional to (a2u/ay2)2 which cannot appear at the first power due to the symmetry u --+ -u. This terminates the derivation of the phenomenological expression for the deformation energy (1) , and justifies the use of (1) for explaining the undulation instability appearing in saturated magnetic stripes [6] . Of course, the relevant expression for the elastic constants are no more given by B ;e, (2/1r2) (T, -T) JD/ad2Tc, K = )..2B,).. [12] an "acoustic" band uq (so coined because of the absence of a gap) and an "optical" band çq (so coined because of the presence of the gap A) : u corresponds to the stripe displacement at constant thickness and ç describes the thickness variations of the stripe pair (+) and (-) at fixed period d. u describes nothing else than the undulation and compression/extension modes (note that the first term of the r.h.s. of (5) is the Fourier transform of the harmonic part of (1)) and ç corresponds to the peristaltic modes. Note that the terminology "acoustic" of "optical" band may be misleading since the energy (5) only describes static deformations and not any dynamic of the stripes which would involve the different propagating modes of the system (see Ref. [3] for information on the propagating modes). Also, the above derivation of F does not suppose what the origin of these deformations is. For lyotropic liquid crystals, the origin comes from thermal coupling with a bath whereas for the stripe magnetic domains the deformations stem from the existence of an applied external field as, already stressed in reference [6] . one finds dp --3.5 do roughly independent of H. This means that, when the MSDS period d(H) increases beyond dp, the stripe domains become unstable with respect to the variation of their thicknesses. This corresponds to the appearance of pinches of the layers which can be naturally interpreted as the start-off of the "stripe-;bubble" transition. Note that this theory predicts that the pinches occur at isolated points (the instability occurs for qy --+ 0). This indicates that the "stripe--+ bubble" transition proceeds via the local "rupture" of layers, which, in a second step, collapse to form "bubbles". Notice that the stripe-bubbly transition is unrelated to the finger formation appearing at decreasing fields after the undulation instability [6] . 5 
